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Abstract

The Data over cable systems Interface specification (DocsIS) 1.1 is a Hybrid Fiber

coax (HFC) netrvork protocol that enables the delivery of Internet protocol (Ip) tLaffic

over the cable TV netrvo¡ks rvith significantly higher datâ rates in comparison to analog

modems and Integrated Services Digital Netrvork (ISDN) links.

The availability of greater bandrvidth associated rvith the HFC netrvork enables the de-

livery of high quality audio and video services. such services require bounded delay

characte¡istics. The aim of this project is to evaluate the capacity and upstream perfor-

mance characteristic of the HFC netrvork protocol for efficient delivery of various traffic

class streams. The challenge is to optimize the DOCSIS 1.1 net.rvork perfolmance within

the framervork of the limited available Quality of service (eos) featu¡es of the protocol.

The operation of DocsIS 1.1 HFc network protocol was analyzed using opNET softrvar.e

package. The OPNET simulation environment allolvs the overall network performance

and that of individual node and traffic class stteams to be monitored.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Rapid groivth of the number of ¡esidential Internet usels and iuc¡eased bandrvidth r.e-

quirements of multimedia applications, have necessitated the introduction of an access

network that rvould provide remote access rvith capabilities exceeding those of the plain

Old Telephony System (POTS) [3b].

community Antenna Television (CATV) netrvorks are an alternative network technol-

ogy rvhich have been deployed since the 60's and these ofer a significant increase in

spare bandrvidth. Horvever OATV netrvorks are mainly used for analogue audio and

video b¡oadcasting fi'om the Headend (HE) to the customers (dorvnstream bloadcast-

ing). They are based on the tree and branch a¡chitecture with the broadcasting node at

the root and the recipients at the leaves. The return path poses challenges such as noisy

upstream channels and long propagation delays rvhich render random access pr.otocols

highly inefficient [12]. Thus the need for a data protocol for point-to-point data commu-

nication that rvill make efficient use of the network spare capacitv rvas intensified.
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organizations involved in the development of Hybr.id Fiber coax (HFC) netrvork standard

ale: ø/ IEEE 802.14 group [16], [1b], b) Data over cable service Inrerface specification

(DocsIS) group [17], c/ societv of cable Telecommunication Engineers (scrE), d/ Dig-

ital Audio visual council (DAVIO) and, e/ Digital video Broadcasting (DVB) group.

The Inteniet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is contributing torvards Internet pr-otocol

(IP) delivery on top of cable systems through the Ip ove¡ cable Data Net.rvork (IpcDN)

gÌoup.

The DocSIS specification was driven by the North Amer.ican cable modem industry

and was the first to be finalized. scrE adopted the specification and submitted it to the

International relecommunication union (ITU) for- approval [3b]. Therefore the DocsIS

rvas the first specification to reach intelnational standald level as ITU-T recommendation

J.t72.

The DocsIS specification has also been adopted by all the major vendors. Inter-operable

HE equipment and cable Modems (cMs) are expected. DocsIS is expected to be the

most widely available protocol providing inter-operable devices for high speed residential

access. IP telephony and multimedia isochronous services are a market that cable opera-

tors are targeting in order to add value and to compete rvith the Digital subscriber Lines

(DSL) offered by Telephone companies (Telcos) [36]. As a shar.ed medium access, the

capability of CATV netrvorks in terms of delivering such services rvith current protocols

has been questioned.

The alloted bandrvidth is divided into several channels some dedicated to dorvnstream

communication (flom the headend to the stations), $'hile others are for upstream trans-
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mission (from the stations to the headend). since the stations have to share the upstream

channels they must implement a Media Access Control (MAC) protocol [l].

A slotted structure is used fol information frames. since stations may be tÌansmit-

ting on different portion of the upstream frame, the headend and the stations need to

be synchronized in time. The synchronization could be done during the ranging process

after a station has star.ted up.

As stated in [5], data streams are segmented into fixed sized frames. The upstream

and dorvnstleam frames have the same duration, which in most cases is longer than the

maximum round trip delay in the netrvork. There is a timing r.elationship betrveen the

upstream frames and dorvnstream f¡ames. For example, rvhen an upstream frame arrives

at the headend, a dorvnstream fi'ame could be issued. In the upstr.eam frames carry data

slots and contention slots. Data slots contain data packets sent by stations. Data slots

may be assigned to stations by reservation or used on contention basis. when a station

wânts to ÌeseÌve one of several data slots, it must transmit a request in a contention slot.

If one or mo¡e stations send theil request in the same contention slot, they collide. The

dorvnstream frame is called the MAC Management Message (MMM). The MMM con-

tains synchronization information and feedback information about collision status and

allocation. It also car.ries data from the headend to the stations.

The MAC protocol also suppo't higher layer services such as constant Bit Rate (cBR),

variable Bit Rate (vBR) and Available Bit Rate (ABR). To suppor.t a constant bit rate

connection, the headend use bandrvidth allocation mechanism called unsolicited grant

service. The MAC needs also to diffelentiate betrveen different connections in order to

guarantee Quality of service (Qos). This could be implemented via a priority mechanism.
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The bandwidth request mechanism at the station operate as follows. The station may

be able to send a request in a slot for one or more packets arvaiting transmission. If a

packet is generated, rvhile station is resolving collision, the request size may be increased

at the next transmission tlial. The request size is hoivever. limited by the request field

size. The station may also use piggybacked requests in data slots as an additional rneans

for bandrvidth request.

The bandrvidth allocation is entirely contr.olled by the headend. Fir.st, it must decide the

proportion of contention slots (cs) and Data slots (DS) per frame or (cs/DS) ratio.

This can be fixed or can vaÌy depending on the traffic. The headend must then allocate

the data slots to the stations. The headend may use schemes such as First corne Fir.st

serve (FCFS) ol round robin to handle station request. It must also cope rvith constant

bit rate connection and pr.iorities.

A collision lesolution algorithm needs to be implemented because r.equest packets and

possibly data packets are transmitted in contention fashion [12]. A wide variety of algo-

rithms can be used. It must be noticed however that the characteristics of HFC netrvolks

protocol impose a number of constraints. First, since stations cannot monitor colli-

sions, feedback information about contention requests must be pr.ovided by the headend.

secondly, the algorithm also takes into account the delay before a station receives the

feedback information. If the number of contention slots is small and if they are located at

the beginning of the frame, it may be possible for a station to receive feedback befor.e the

end of the f¡ame. In this case, the station can attempt a retransmission in the next frame

if its request collided. Horvever, if the number of contention slots is lar.ge or var.iable,

station may have to skip a frame before retransmitting a collided request.
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optimized Netrvork Engineering Tool (oPNET) [22] provides a convenient environment

fol modeling and simulating DocsIS HFC netrvo¡k protocol. Both the behai,ior and

the performance of modeled HFC netrvorks can be analyzed by performing discrete event

simulations. OPNET consists of a number of tools, each one focusing on a particular

stage of the modeling task, specification, simulation, data collection analysis. opNET

supports modeì specification rvith four tools, called Netrvork Editor, process Editor, Node

Editor, Paramete¡ Editor'. OPNET models developed rvith those editors are structured

hierarchically, in a manne¡ that parallels real netrvorks [22]. Traffic generatoÌs rvith arbi-

trary tlafic characteristics can be created by user-defined opNET process models. The

pliority bandwidth allocation mechanism can also be implemented.

L.2 Motivation

cable operators are interested in deploying high-speed packet based communication sys-

tem on cable television system that are capable of suppor.ting a rvide variety of services.

The services include packet telephony se.vice, video conferencing, T1 and frame relay

equivalent service and many others.

The intended selvice rvill allorv transparent bi-directional transfer of Ip traffic, between

the cable system headend and customer locations, over an all-coaxi,al ot hgbrtd,-fi.ber coax

cable netlvork.

The transmission path over the cable system is realized at the headend by clr4TS, and

at each customer location by a cable Modem (clt4). At the headend (or hub), the inter-

face to the data-over'-cable system is called cable Modem Termination system-Netrvor.k-
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side Interface (CMTS-NSI). At the customer locations, the interface is called the cable-

modem-to-customer-premises-equipment (cM-cPÐ as shorvn in figur-e 2.1. The intent is

for operators to trânsparently transfer IP traffic betrveen these interfaces, including but

not limited to datagrams, DHCP, ICMP, broadcast and multicast.

1.3 Research Goals

This thesis focus on the capacity and performance characterization of the DocsIS 1.1

protocol for the delivery of various traffic class streams, given the limited eos features

of the protocol. The emphasis will be more on the upstream side, due to the fact that

the upstream is more vulnerable to noise, due to noise accumulation from the customers

side and the MAC access mechanism that result in collisions which in turn results in

degraded performance. specifically, the objectives of the of this thesis are as follorvs:

1. Investigate the efficient classification methods for packet based multimedia (voice,

Video and Data) over the HFC network.

2. Develop an efficient packet classification method that can be incorporated in an

HFC netrvork environment in real time. The nerv mechanism should have less

signaling overhead and storage of state infor.mation.

3. Investigate the efficient scheduling of packet-based multimedia (voice, video and

Data) over the HFC netrvork.

4. conduct simul¿tions in oPNET to evaluâte the performance of the pr.otocol for

the delivery of various traffic class streams.
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L.4 Existing Approach

several approaches have been done in the literature to optimize the HFC netrvork pro-

tocol so as to improve the netrvork thloughput, capacity and to minimize the netrvork

access delay. This is done mainly fol the eficient delivery of multimedia applications

(delay sensitive applications).

The approaches include re-designing the nerv HFC MAC protocol [g], modifying tlie

existing lr4AC protocol [23], r'e-designing most efficient OMTS load scheduling algorithm

[25, 24) and.e-designing highly efficient contention resolution algo'ithm [g]. The collision

as stated in [8] is one of the cause of throughput and capacity degradation and increase in

network access delay. These approaches fail to improve the netrvor.k capacity utilization

more than 73%. This is due to the fact that, the upstr.eam t'affic plays a major role in

determining the overall netrvork pelformance.

One of the aims of this thesis is to improve the capacity utilization of the netrvork rvell

above 73% with existing HFc MAC protocol and CMTS load scheduling algorithm, by

optimizing the upstream traffic.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

In chapter'2, I examine the HFC netrvork architecture and MAC pr.otocol, rvhile in chap-

ter 3, I discuss the DocsIS oPNET model components and their functional descriptions.

chapter 4 focuses on the traffic classification on the HFC netrvork with specific applica-

tion to DocsIS 1.1 protocol. simulation results are presented in chapter 5, rvhile chapter

6 concludes the thesis.



Chapter 2

HFC NETWORK

ARCHITECTURE AND MAC

PROTOCOL

This chapter describes the characteristics ofcable teìevision netrvork to be assumed for the

pulpose ofoperating a data-over-cable system (DocsIS), follorved by HFC MAC protocol

operation. The interface specified in this thesis, is commonly referred to as DocsIS I.I,
rvhich is an extension of Docsis 1.0. These speciflcations are entir.ely backrvalds and

forrvards compatible rvith the previous specifications [11. DocsIS 1.1 compliant cMs
must operate seamlessly with DocsIS 1.0 cMTSs. DocsIS 1.1 compliant cMTSs must

seamlessly support DOCSIS 1.0 CMs.

2.L DOCSIS 1.1 Reference Architecture

The reference architectule for the data-over-cable services and interface is shorvn in figure

2.1. The basic reference architecture invorves four categories of interface [17].
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DISTRIBUTION HUB

Figure 2. 1 : Data-Over-Cable Reference Ar.chitecture.

Data Interfaces

The¡e are the cl\4-cPl and CMTS-NSI, corresponding respectively to the cable-

modem-to-customer-premises-equipment (cpE) interface (for. example, betrveen

the customer's computeÌ and the cable modem), and the cable modem termination

system netrvork-side interface betrveen the cable modem termination svstem and

the data netrvork [11].

Operation Support System Interface

These a'e netrvork element management layer interfaces betrveen the netrvork ele-

ments and high-level operation Support systems (osSs) rvhich support the basic

business processes [20].

Telephone Return Interfaces

This is an interface betrveen the cable modem and a telephone return path.

RF Interfaces4.
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o Betr,ç'een the cable modem and the cable netrvor.k [11].

¡ Betrveen the CMTS and the cable netrvork, in the do*,nstream direction (trafic

torvar.ds the customer) [18].

r Betrveen the CMTS and the cable netrvork, in the upstream direction (trafic

from the customer) [18].

2.2 Broadband Access Network

A coaxial-based broadband access network is assumed for the netrvork. This may take the

form of eithe' an all-coax o. hybrid-fiber coax (HFC) netrvork [21, 1g]. A cable netrvork

uses a shared-medium, tree-and-branch architecture rvith analog transmission. The key

functional characteristics of the DocsIS 1.1 cable netrvork ar.e the follorving:

1. Two-rvay transmission.

2. A maximum optical-electrical spacing betrveen the CMTS and the most distant cM
of 100 miles.

2.3 FYequency Plan

In the dolvnstream direction, the cable system is assumed to have a passband rvith a log,er

edge betrveen 50 and, 54M H z and an upper edge that is imprementation-dependent but

is typically in the range of 300 ro 864M H z [19]. within the passband, NTSC analog

television signals in 6M H z channels are assumed to be present, as rvell as other narrorv-

band and ivideband digital signals.

In the upst'eam direction, the cabre system may have a sub split (5 - 30MHz) or
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extended sub split (5 - 40 or 5 - 42M H z) passband. NTSC analog television signals in

6MHz channels may be pÌesent, as tvell as other signals.

2,3.L tansmission Downstream

The ¡Ìtr' channel tlansmission characteristics of the cable netrvork in the dorvnstream

direction are desc.ibed in table 2.1 lr7l. These numbers assume total average power of

the digital signal in a6AtlHz channel bandwidth for carlier levels. For impairment levels,

the numbers in table 2.1 assume average power.in a bandrvidth in rvhich the impairment

levels are measured. For analog signal levels, the numbers in table 2.1 assume peak

envelop potver in a 6M H z channel bandrvidth.

2.3.2 TYansmission lJpstream

The RF channel tlansmission characteristics of the cable net.rvolk in the upstream direc-

tion are described in table 2.2 [17].

2.3,3 lJpstream Interval,,,Minislots',

The upstream transmission time-line as stated in [5] is divided into intervals by the

upstÌeam bandrvidth allocation mechanism. Each interval is an integlal number of min-

islots. A "minislot" is the unit of granularity for upstream transmission opportunities.

Each interval is labeled rvith a usage code which defines both the type of traffic that

can be transmitted during that interval and the physical-layer modulation encoding. A

minislot is a poiver-of-trvo multiple of 6.25 ¡,ts increments, i.e. (2,4,g,16, 32, 64, or 12g)

times 6.25ps.
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2.3.4 Fþame

A frame is a unit of data exchange betrveen trvo or moLe entities at the data link layer.

A l\4AC frame consists of a MAC Header (beginning rvith a Fr.ame control byte figure

2.4), and may incorporate a variablelength Protocol Data unit (pDU). The variable-

length PDU includes a pair of48-bit add.esses, data and a cyclic Redundancy checksum

(cRC). In special case, the MAC Heade. may encapsulate multiple MAC frarnes in to

single MAC fi'ame.

2.3.5 Data Forwarding Through the CM and CMTS

Data forrva.ding through the OMTS can either be transparent bridging or. may employ

netrvork-layer forrvarding (r'outing, IP sivitching) as sho¡r,n in figure 2.2. If netrvork layer

fo.rvarding is used, then the CMTS should conform to IETF router. requirements [RFC-

18121 rvith 
'espect 

to its CMTS-RFI and CMTS-NSI inter.faces [17]. Data forrvarding

cMrs stack

f--
cMcr

Figule 2.2: Data-Over-Cable CM to CMTS Forrvarding, protocol Stack

th'ough the cM is linkJayer transparent bridging as shorvn in figure 2.2. Forrvarding of

IP trafic and other network layer protocols are supported.

conceptually, the OMTS forrvards data packets at trvo abstract interfaces, betrveen the
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CMTS-RFI and the c[4TS-NSi, and betrveen upst'eam and dorvnstream channels.

2.3.6 Service Flows

The concept of service Flo¡vs is central to the operation of the DocsIS MAC protocol.

service Flo'rvs plovide a tlaffic classification mechanism for upstream and dorvnstream

QoS management. In par.ticular, they are integral to bandrvidth allocation.

A service Florv ID (sFID) defines a particular unidir.ectional mapping betiveen a cN4

and CMTS. Active upstream service Flow IDs also have associated ser.vice IDs or sIDs.

upstleam bandrvidth is allocated to sIDs, and hence to cMs, by the cNdrs. service IDs

provide the mechanism by rvhich upstream eoS is implemeuted.

2.4 DOCSIS MAC Fbame Format

A MAC frame is the basic unit of transfer between MAC sublayer at the OMTS and the

cable modem. The same basic structure is used in both the upstream and dorvnstream

di'ection [17]. MAC fi'ames are variable in length. There are three distinct regions as

fÞMDo"",r,""d l
(upsrßam)

lurcr""o",, ",åi"t"?i

Iu.f.î,""*I 
MACF¡âñE

Figure 2.3: Generic MAC Frame For.mat.

shorvn in figure 2.3. Ploceeding the MAC fi.ame is either physical Media Dependant

(PMD) sublayer overhead (upstream) or an MpEG transmission convergence header

(dorvnstream). The first part of the MAC frame is the MAC Header. The MAC Header
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uniquely identifies the contents of the MAC frame. Follorving the header is an optional

data PDU region.

2.4.L PMD Overhead

In the upstream direction, the Physical (pHy) layer.indicates the start of the MAC frame

to the MAC sublayer. F'om the MAC sublayers pe.spective, it o'ly needs to kno.,r, the

total amount of overhead so it can account for. it in the Bandrvidth Allocation pl.ocess.

The Forrvard Error correction (FEC) ovelhead is spread throughout the MAC frame and

is assumed to be transparent to the MAC data stream.

2.4.2 MAC Header Format

The MAC heade'format is as shown in figure 2.4 and table 2.3 shorvs the format of the

headers. The frame control (FC) field is the first byte and uniquely identifies the rest

contents rvithin the MAC Header. The FC field is follorved by 3 bytes of MAC control, an

optional Extended Header field (EHDR) plus a Header check sequence (HCS) to ensur-e

the integrity of the MAC Header, The FC field is broken dorvn into the FC-TypE

). À.
FC.TYPE FGPABM EHDR.ON
(2Þis) ' (sbits) (rb r)

Figure 2.4: MAC Header Format.

sub-field, and EHDR-ON indication flag. The format of the FC field is as shorvn in table

(2.4).
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2.4.3 Packet-Based MAC FYames

The MAC sublayer support a variable-length Ethernet-type packet Data pDU. Normally,

the packet PDU is passed across the netrvork in its entirety, including its originar cRC.

A unique Packet MAC Header is appended to the beginning. The fi.ame for.mat ivithout

an Extended Heade¡ is as shorvn in figure 2.b and table 2.b. In addition to Ethernet type

PDU, DOCSIS \4AC also has the support of an ATIr4 pDU.

, 
- t" uac-p¡Áu' iet Hcs p""r"rpou

: (1br4ê) (rbyt€) -(2byre) {2b}1_e) ] r8-15rs byle

Figure 2.5: Ethernet 802.3 Packet Protocol Data Unit (pDU) Format.

2.5 Upstream Bandwidth Allocation

The upstream channel is modeled as a stream of minislots. The CMTS generate a time

reference for identifying these slots. It also control access to tliese slots by the cable

modems. It may grant some number of contiguous slots to cM for.it to transmit a clata

PDU. The cM must time its t¡ansmission so that the CMTS receives it in the time

¡eference specified.

The allocation l\4AP is a MAC management message transmitted by the OMTS on the

dorvnstream channel rvhich describes, for some interval, the use to rvhich the upstr.eam

minislot must be put. A given MAp may desc.ibe some slots as grants for. particular

station to transmit data in, other slots as available for contention tr.ansmission, and other

slots as an opportunity for new station to join the link.
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2.6 The Allocation MAP Management Message

The allocation MAP is a valying-length MAC Management message that is tr.ansmitted

by the CMTS to define transmission opportunities on the upstream channel. It includes

a fixed-length heade' follorved by a variable number. of information elements (IEs) [17].

Each information element defines the allorved usage for the range of minislots. There are

basically eight types of information elements, as follorvs:

1. The request IE

The request IE provides an upstream inte¡val in rvhich requests may be made

for bandwidth fo' upstream data transmission. The character of this Itr clianges

depending on the class of service ID. If broadcast, this is an invitation for cMs to

contend for request. If unicast, this is an invitation for a particular cM to request

bandrvidth.

2. The Request-Data IE

The Request-Data IE provides an upstream inter.val in rvhich requests for band-

rvidth ol short data packets may be transmitted.

3. The Initial Maintenance IE

The Initial Maintenance IE p'ovides an interval in rvhich nerv stations may join

the netrvork. A long interval, equivalent to maximum round-trip propagation delay

plus the transmission time of the Ranging Request message, must be provided to

allorv new stations to perform initial ranging.

4. The station Maintenance IE

The station Maintenance IÐ provides an interval in rvhich stations are expected to

perform some aspect of netrvork maintenance, such as ranging and porver. adjust-

ment.
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5. Short and Long Data Grant IEs

The short a'd Long Data Grant IEs provide an opportunity for a cM to transmit

one oÌ more upstÌeam PDUs. These IEs are issued either in response to a request

from a station, or because of an administrative policy p.oviding some amount of

bandwidth to a particular station.

6. Data A,cknowledge IE

The Data Acknorvledge IE acknorvledges that a data pDU rvas received. The cM
must have requested this acknowledgement within the data pDU.

7. Expansion IE

The Expansion IE p'ovides means of future expansion, if more than 32 bits are

needed for future IEs.

8. NulI IE

A Null IE terminates all actual allocations in the list. All Data Acknorvledge IEs

and all Data Grant Pending IEs are follorved by a Null IE.

2.7 Contention Resolution Algorithm

A collision resolution algorithms need to be implemented because request packets and

possibly data packets are transmitted in contention fashion. There are basically trvo

types of contention resolution algorithms. These algorithms ale, adaptive p-persistence

and the tree-based mechanisms.

2.7.L Tbee-based Contention Resolution Algorithms

The principle of the n-ary tree based contention resolution algorithms [6], is that rvhen

a collision occurs, all the stations involved in this collision split into n subsets, each of
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them randomly select a number betrveen 1 and n. The basic idea is to allow difierent

subsets to resoh'e theit' collisions sequentially. The stations in the first subset retr.ansmit

first, rvhile the subsets fi.om 2 to z rvait for their turn.

one can see the s'aiting subset as a stack. The position in the stack represents the

number of slots the station have to rvait before it can retransmit its request. If a second

collision occurs, the first subset split again. The subsets that are ah.eady rvaiting in

the stack must be shifted up by n - 1 positions in the stack to leave room for the nerv

stations th¿t collided. If no collision occur, the stations occupying the lorvest stack level

can transmit.

In its original definition, tlie algorithm assumed that stations receive feedback imme-

diately aftel they have sent a lequest, so in case of collision they can retïansmit imme-

diately. Horvever, in the HFC system the stations must .rvait at least until the beginning

of the next frame before they recei'r'e feedback from the headend and thus a'e able to

retransmit.

In order to accommodate the delay in feedback, the algorithm is as follorvs for the HFC

system. Let's consider frame j - 1 containing ca-r collided minislots. All stations involved

in a collided minislot, split into n subsets, each choosing a rand.om number betrveen 1 and

n. The stations involved in the first collided slot, are dispatched in the fir.st n slots, those

involved in the second collided slot, use the n next slots, and more generally, the sta-

tions involved iu the i¿â collided slot, select a subset between (ixn+l) and ((i+1)xn) slots.

If frame j contains p contention slots, then the fir.st p subsets are able to retÌansmit,

the ri¿á subset transmitting in the z¿å slot. The other subset wait in the stack. If c¡ nerv
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collisions occur in frame j, the rvaiting subset must be shifted by (n x c¡ - p) positions in

the stack, to make loom for net' subsets.

Nerv packet arlivals may be handled in trvo different rvays. If tree-based algorithm is

non blocking [6], nerv stations trânsmit rvithout rvaiting in any slot selected randomly.

on the other hand, if the algolithm is blocking, the ner,ç, comeÌs are not allou,ed to use a

slot reserved for collision resolution. In other rvords, they are directly put on top of the

stack. when nerv stations are able to transmit, they randomly select ¿ slot among the

remaining available slots.

2.7.2 Adaptivep-Persistence Contention Resolution Algorithm

The adaptive p-persistence algorithm proposed in [4] is an adaptation of stabilized

ALoH A plotocol to frames rvith multiple contention slots. Nervly active stations and

stations resolving collisions have an equal probability of access p (p-persistent) to con-

tention slots rvithin a frame. p is deter.mined by an estimate of the number of the

backlogged stations, computed by the CMTS and sent to the stations in the dorvnstream

frames. The estimate Ñ(¡ + t) [4] of the number of the backlogged stations in the j * 1¿A

frame is determined by:

x: minln,ñ(¡ - r) - n¡(j - r) - n,(.j - r) +n:(j - 1) r- MS(j - t)1 t,G5 *-ÏJ Q1)

¡r0 + 1) - mar{X, MS(j + t)} (2.2)

where n is the number of stations, MS(i) is the number of minislots in the j¿à frame,

"¡(j), ""(j), n"(j), are respectively the numbe¡ of idle, successful and collided minislots

in the j¿å fi'ame.
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Here, the estimate for the (j + 1)¿à frame is determined by the parameters of the (j - r)rh
fi'ame. This is due to the feedback from the (j - l)rn frame not being received at all

stations before the beginning of the ¡th frame when frames consist of all minislots .

Horvever the number of minislots allorved in a frame may be restricted so that feed-

back fol a frame is received at all stations befor.e the beginning of the next frame. If that

is the case, then the estimate for the j¿å frame is determined by the parameter.s of the

(j - 1)t/, frame.

when a station needs to make a request in frame i, it gener.ates a random number

ri¡ uniformly distributed in the interval [1, ñ(/)j. If z¡ is less or equal to the number of

minislots in the frame it will make its request in the ejn minislot, other¡vise it rvill attempt

to make its request in the next frame using the estimate for that particula' frame.

2.8 Fixed Contention/Data(Cs/Ds) Ratio

The fixed allocation is simple, horvever the optimum cs/DS ratio depends on the traffic

pattern' It rvas shorvn in [12] that rvhen the ratio of cs/DS increases, the mean delays at

highel applied loads become larger because less DSs are available to data transmission.

Lorver cs/DS ratio pe'forms well fo'smaller packet size, but as the avelage packet sizes

became larger, this result in larger request sizes so that less contention minislots are

needed.
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2.9 Variable ContentionfData (CS/DS) Ratio

The variable allocation schemes adapt the cs/DS ratio according to the traffic. In the

scheme used in l12l the headend computes the r.equir.ed number ofdata slots and converts

the remaining slots to contention minislots. This algorithm is referred to as data priority

allocation scheme since the number of data slots is computed first. A different approach

proposed in [34] consists of computing the required number of minislots and leaves the

remainder as data slots. This is referred to as minislot priority allocation algorithrn. The

proposed algorithm in [34] modified in [12] is as follorvs:

óJj,:maxll_-1,11
,J + MKE

(2 3)

where ,9 is the maximum numbel of data slots in a frame, m is the number of minislots

.esulting from the conversion of a data slot to minislots, and ,t" is the estimated average

numbel of data slots reserved per request and computed accor.ding to:

k": max{Lk * Í^),I} (2.4)

rvith /- being an estimate factor set to 0.b. Æ is updated at the headend based on the

lequest size l, aud using a: fr

h¡+t=1, *o+ (1 - a\*k¡ (2.5)

Then, the number of minislots M,g in frame j is given by

I ^U"-1) iri,)2and @+E> s-j,MS(i): <

| ^i" else
(2.6)

It should be noted that, the allocation does not depend on the number. of requests

accumulated at the headend and also a minimum of one data slot is alrvays converted to

minislot.
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Table 2.1: Dot'nstream RF Channel Transmission Character.istics.

Parameter Value

Frequency lange Dorvnstream 88M H z to 860 M H z

RF channel spacing 6luI H z

Ti'ansit delay from headend

to most distant custome¡

( 0.800rnsec

Carrier-to-noise ratio

in 6MHz band

> 35dB

Calrier-to-Composite

second order distortion ratio

> 41dB

Carrier-to-Composite second

triple beat distortion ratio

>  tdB

Carlier-to-Cross-modulation ratio > 47dB

Carrier-to-any other discrete

interference (ingress)

> 41dB

Amplitude ripple 3dB within the design bandrvidth

Group delay ripple 75ns rvithin the design bandrvidth

Micro-refl ections bound

for dominant echo

-20dBc @ ( 1.5/¿sec, -30d,Bc @ > 1.b¡rsec

-7\rlBc @ ( 0.5/¿sec, -75dBc @ ( 1.gpsec

Carrier hum modulation < -26dBc

Burst noise 12\p,sec

Maximum analog video carrier

level at the CM input

ITd,BmV

Maximum number. of analog cauiers 72t
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Table 2.2: Upstream RF Channel Transmission Character.istics.

Parameter Value

Flequency lange 5 to 42M H z edge to edge

T\'ansit delay from the most distant

to the nealest CM ol CMTS

( 0.800r¿sec

Carrier-to-interference plus ingress >25d8

Carrier hum modulation < -23dBc
Burst noise { 7l¡L,sec at a lK H z

Amplitude ripple 5 - 42MHz 0.5d8 /M H z

Gloup delay ripple 5 - 42M H z 200ns/MHz

Micro-reflections -l\dBc @ ( 0.5¡;sec

-20d,Bc @ ( 1.O¡rsec

-30d,Bc @ > 1.O¡rsec
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Table 2.3: Generic MAC Header Folmat.

Table 2.4: Frame Conrrol (FC) Field Format.

MAC Headel Field Usage Size

FC Frame Control: Identifies type of MAC Header. Sbits

MAC-PARM Parameter field is dependent on FC:

if EHDR-ON : 1, used for EHDR field length

if concatenated frame used for MAC frame count

else for request indicates number of mini-slots

8bits

LEN(SrD) The length of MAC frame 16bits

EHDR, Extended MAC Header 0 - 240bytes

HCS MAC Header Check Sequence 2bytes

Length of a MAC Header 6bytes + trHDR

FC Field Usage Size

FC-TYPE MAC Frame Control Type field:

00 Packet PDU MAC Header

01 ATM PDU MAC Header

10 Reserved PDU MAC Header

11 MAC Specific Header

2bits

FC_PARM Parameter bits, dependent on FC_TypE Sbits

EHDR-ON When : 1, indicates that EHDR field is plesent lbit
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Table 2.5: DOCSiS 1.1 Packet PDU For.mat.

FIELD Usage Size

FC-TYPE FC-TYPtr : 00; Pkt MAC Header

EHDR-ON : 0, if there is no EHDR

1 there is an EHDR

Bbits

MAC-PARN4 N4AC-PARM : r, Set to zero if there is no trHDR

Otherrvise set to length of EHDR

Sbits

LRN LtrN : n * ø Length of packet PDU in bytes * EHDR 16bits

EHDR Extended MAC Header, if present 0-240bytes

HCS MAC Header Check Sequence l6bytes

Packet Data Packet PDU

DA - 48 bit Destination Address

SA - 48 bit Source Address

Type/Len - 16 bit Ethernet Type or Length Fields

User Data (variable, 0 - 1500bytes)

CRC - 32bit CRC ovel Packet PDU

n bytes

Length of Packet MAC fi.ame 6fø*nbytes



Chapter 3

DOCSIS OPNET MODEL

This chapter presents the methods used to specify the internal structur.e of the DocsIS
1.1 netrvo.k objects representing the cM, cMTs statistics collection and cloud. .l.he

next secti.ons rvill define the capabilities of various types of modules and counections, and

illustrate their specific uses rvithin the node models. The remaining sections describe the

techniques used in c'eating specific types of models, including traffic sources and queues.

3.1 Model Architecture

The model used for simulations rvas common simulation Framewotk u.13 (cs.F13).The

csF is a baseline model based on the opNET simulation package. originally it *,as

developed as a joint initiative by MIL3 INC and cablelabs in order to produce the core

model for simulating data protocols of HFC netrvorks including the DocsIS and the

IEEÐ 802.14 pr-otocols. some suitable modifications rvere applied to the model in order

to generate the required traffic sources and to optimize the model for simulating netrvor.ks

rvith up to 800 nodes. DocsIS r.1 moder is sprit into three general components, as shown

in figure 3.1. The cable Modem Termination system (OMTS), the cable Modem (cM),
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stats colection dOCSiS

Figure 3.1: Cable TV Net¡vor.k Topology.

the statistic collection, the Netrvork cloud and the traffic sou¡ces used to generate data

to be t¡ansmitted across the cable netrvork.
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The transmission path over the cable system is r.ealized at the headend by the CMTS,

and at each customeÌ location by a cM. The cNdrs performs protocol functions that

encompass such traffic floiv. The cM embodies the client side of the DocsIS protocol

and maintains a single queue for an attached device. The present functionality includes

ranging, quality of service negotiation, request regions, request/data regions a'd adher-

ence to upstÌeâm channel descriptions.

The model also contains a number of traffic sources for. generating traffic to be com-

municated to the CMTS. These sources include a poisson data source, â continuous

bit-st¡eam source, an HTTP source and voice/video data sources.

3.1.1 Cable Modem (CM)

The principal function of the cable modem system is to transmit packets from the sub-

scriber to the headend acloss the cable netrvork on the upstream channel. The node

alchitecture for a cM is depicted in figure 3.2, each module in the architecture rvill be

described in terms of its general functionality.

r MAC

The basic functionality of this module is to take data fi.om various higher layer

t¡affic sources and transmit on the upstream channel. This is accomptished by

communicati'g rvith the CMTS to allocate the necessary bandrvidth. The traffic

is initially queued until a transmission opportunity is found, at rvhich point the

traffic is sent to the physical layer module (bus_tr) for transmission.

It is the responsibility of this module to receive traffic sent by the OMTS on the

to
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Figure 3.2: Cable Modem (CM) Node.

downstleam channel. once tra.ffic is received by the physical laye. module (bus_rx)

it is forrvarded to the MAC for processing. The MAC distinguishes application

traffic from management traffic and forrvards the apprication traffic to the higher.

layer module (D ownstream_si,nk) .

o Downstream_sink

This module 
'eceives 

t'afic forrva.ded by the lorver layer module (MACI Its sole

responsibility is to record statistics and destr.oy the data, fi.eeing up memory in the

simulation.

¡ bus-¡x

This module receives t'afic sent on the downstream channel from the CMTS. After.
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receiving a complete packet, it sends the t'affic to the higher. layer modúe (MAC).

o bus-tx

This module transmits any traffic received from the higher. layer.moclule (MAC)

on to the upstream data bus. The rate at rvhich the information is t.ansmitted is

based on the data rate of the bus.

r src_type_l

This module generates type 1 application traffic a.d sends it to the lorver layer

module (MAC)for transmission on the upstream channel to the CMTS.

¡ src_type_2

This module generates type 2 application traffic and sends it to the lo*,e¡ layer

moduJe (MAC) for transmission on the upstream channel to the CMTS.

r src_type_3

This module generates type 3 application traffic and sends it to the lorver layer

moduJe (MAC) for transmission on the upstream channel to the CMTS.

e optional-MPEG

This module generates MPEG (video) application traffic and sends it to the lorver

layer module (MAC) ror transmission on the upstream channer to the CMTS.

¡ optional-WWW

This module generates www application traffic and sends it to the rorver rayer

module (MAC) for transmission on the upstream channel to the CMTS.

o optional_ON-OFF

This module generates oN-oFF apprication traffic and sends it to the rorver layer

modde (MAC) for transmission on the upstr.eam channel to the CMTS.

31
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o votceJrc

This module controls the voice speech levels that are fed into the encoder. once

a voice call is established, speech activity levels (talk or silence) are fed into the

encoder for controlling the convelsion of the voice signal into data samples.

o Encoder

This module is responsible for taking the speech activity Ievels and modulating thern

into discrete representations. The encoder implements digital signal processing

function for converting speech into data samples. These data samples are then fed

into the pecketizer..

o Packer

This module is .esponsible for accepting the speech data sarnples and e'capsu-

lating them into a data packet to be sent to the lorver layer module (MAC) ror

communication across the cable netwo¡k.

o Animation

This module is responsible for drarvi'g the custom animation depicting the instan-

taneous depth of the MAC queue. Each time a packet is inserted or removed from

the queue, the statistic feeding the Animation module is altered to shorv the nerv

queue size. This trigger an interrupt that invokes the animation for updati'g the

custom glaph.

3,L.2 Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS)

The main function of CMTS is to schedule transmissions ou the upstream channel

and manage florv on the dorvnstream channel. Dorvnstream channels ale point-to-point

rvhereas upstream channels are shaled. The node architecture for the CMTS is as shown

32
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in figure 3.3. The follorving is the functional description of each node:

I'. l
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i=l
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Figule 3.3: Cable Modern Termination System (CMTS) Node.

¡ HE-tuIAC

The (HE-MAC) module has trvo general purposes:

1. To ¡eceive and process information from the lorver.and higher layers.

2. To send processed infor.mation to the lorver and higher layers.

The (HE-MAC) receives traffic sent on the upst.eam channel from a cN4. It deter-

mines whethe. the traffic is a request for bandrvidth or application traffic. If it is a

'equest 
for bandrvidth, the (HE-MAC) is responsible for invoking the appropriate

scheduling algorithm for allocating the required bandrvidth. If the lorver layer is

application traffic, the (HE-MAC) rvill forwar.d the traffic to the higher laye. mod-

:i.le (t o - st at s - cco I I ecti o n -tr ).
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For information received from the higher layer moð,ule (Downstream_source), rhe

(HE-MAC) rvill process the information and schedule it to be sent to the desti-

nation cM. At the appropriate time, the information rvill be sent to the lorve.

layer module (to-bus-n) to be sent on the dorvnstream channel. In or.der.for the

(HE-MAC) to be arvare when the lorver layer transmitter is idle, a statistic .rvire

denoting the busy status of the transmitter is fed back into the (HE-MAC). The

(IIE-MAC) rvill only send data to the transmitter if the transmitter is idle.

o DownstreamJource

This module is responsible for sending application traffic dorvnstream to destination

cM. once the application traffic has been generated, it is fed dorvn to the lorve.

layer module (HE-MAC) for encapsulation and communication on the dorvnstr.eam

channel.

¡ to-bus-tx

This module transmit traffic.eceived from the higher layer moùie (HE_MAC) on

to the dorvnstream bus. The rate at rvhich information is transmitted is based on

the data rate of the bus.

o from-bus-rx

This module .eceives t'affic sent on the upstream channel from a cM. After receiv-

ing a complete packet, it sends the traffic on the higher rayer module (HE-MAC).

r to-stats-collection_tx

This module communicates application traffic sent from the lorver layer module

(HE-MAC) to the point-to-point link connected to the statistic collection object.

The statistic collection object rvill process the data, record appropriate statistics

and destroy the application traffic.

ó4
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¡ to-¡etwork_cloud_tx

This module takes application traffic sent from the lorver layer module (HE_MAC)

destined for a device outside the cable netrvork and sends this information to the

cloud object.

o from-network_cloud_rx

This module takes application traffic sent from the cloud object and forivards it to
the lorver layer rnodule (HE-MAC) for communication across the cable netrvork.

3.1.3 Stats Collection

The function of the Stats Collection node is to receive application trafic forrvarded from

the CMTS, parse the t'affic based on its type, and send it to the appropriate sink module

as shorvn in figure 3.4. The var.ious modules in this node model are:
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¡ Demux

This module is responsible for accepting application tra.ffic forrvar-ded from the

lower layer modrie (from-cMTS-rr), decomposing the traffic and sending it to the

appropliate higher layer module (sink) for statistic collection and packet destruc-

tion. The decomposition involves assessing rvhat type of application traffic has been

leceived and forwarding on the appropriate output stream.

r from-CMTS-rx

This module ¡eceives application traffic sent across the point-to-point link by the

CMTS. After receiving a complete packet, the traffic is sent to the higher module

(Demur).

o voice-sink

This module receives application traffic forrva'ded by tlie lorver layer module (De-

mur). rt is responsible for reco.ding voice related statistics and destroying the voice

packet, freeing up the mernory.

¡ src-l-sink

This module.eceives type 1 application trafic forwarded by the lorver layer.module

(Demux).It is responsible for recording type 1 related stâtistics and destroying the

voice packet, freeing up memoÌy.

¡ src-2-sink

This module receives type 2 application trafic forwar.ded by the lorver layer module

(Demur).It is responsible for recording type 2 related statistics and destroying the

voice packet, fi'eeing up memory.

o src-3-sink

This module receives type 3 application traffic fo.varded by the lorver layer module

óo
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(Demux). It is responsible for recording type s related statistics and destroying the

voice packet, fi'eeing up memoty.

r src-4_sink_optional

This module receives MPEG application traffic forrva'ded by the lorver. layer module

(Demux). It is responsible for reco.ding MpÐG related statistics and destroying

the voice packet, freeing up memoÌy.

o src_5_sink_optional

This module receives www application traffic forrvarded by the lorver. layer module

(Demux). It is responsible fo. recording www r.elated statistics and destr.oying

the voice packet, freeing up memory.

¡ src_6-sink_optional

This module receives oN-oFF application traffic forwarded by the lower layer

modtÌe (Demuø/. It is responsible for recording oN-oFF related statistics and

destroying the voice packet, freeing up memory.

3.2 Process Behavior

This section discusses the underlying process models and their behavior. Fol each pro-

cess model, only the main r-esponsibilities are discussed. The process model discussion

incorporates three main categories, the cM the OMTS, and the application layer.

3.2.1 Cable Modem Manager Process

The cable modem medium access control (MAC) layet is represented in opNET by the

d'ocsi,s-cm-mgr process model. The behavior of this process model can be broken into
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thlee categories, initialization and ranging, upstream communication, and dorvnstream

communication. Figure 3.5 depicts the Cil4 manager process model.

Figure 3.5: Cable Modem Manager process.

3,2.2 Initialization and Ranging

Most Process models require some amount of initialization. It is important to desig¡ate

an area of the process model to pelform this initialization. The cM manageÌ process

does that in the initial state (the first state executed for the fir.st pr.ocess invocation).

The initialization is responsible for the follorving:

¡ Allocation of unique Serial Identification Number (SID).

o Assignment of CM prior.ities.

r Obtaining values for attributes and QoS character.istics.
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when communicating t'affic to the GMTS, the cM is responsible fol making sure it gets

to the CMTS at the proper time. since upstream channels is divided in to multiple time

slots (called minislots), the cM need to be sure a packet arrives at the CMTS on â time

slot boundaly. In ordel to guarantee this, the cM must synchronize its time clock to

that of the OMTS. This require horv long it takes the packet to travel fi-om the cl4 to
the CMTS. Ranging does just that. At initialization the cM sends a ranging request

packet to the CMTS. Embedded in the ranging packet is the eos information that rvill

be extracted by the CMTS and used for bandrvidth allocation purposes.

After ranging is cornpleted, as denoted by receipt ofa ranging response on the dorvnstream

channel from the CMTS, the cM invokes a child pr.ocess for controlling all communica-

tion on the upstream channel. synchlonization and eos infor.mation is passed to the

child plocess fol use during communication and bandrvidth Ìequest.

3.2.3 lJpstream Communication

when application traffic is sent to the MAC from the higher layer, the upstream commu-

nication section of the process model is invoked. The sole responsibility of this section is

to invoke the child process for sending the application packet on the upstream channel.

3.2.4 Downstream Communication

when traffic is received by the MAC from the lorver layer, the dorvnstream communica-

tion section of the plocess model is invoked. The cM supports a set of expected types of

tÌaffic, upstream channel descriptor messages (ucD), synchronization messages (sync),

bandrvidth allocation maps (MAP), and application tr.affic. The responsibility of this

section is to determine rvhat type of traffic has been received and process the traffic ac-
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cordingly.

The CM rvill expect to receive periodic UCDs, Syncs, and Maps. When Map is re_

ceived, the child plocess is invoked to parse the Map for information r.elated to allocated

bandrvidtli for this cM. when receiving application traffic, the traffic is forrvar.ded to the

higher layer process model responsible for recor.ding application-related statistics.

r TYansitions

The process model contains the transitions between states as shorvn in table 3.1.

3.2.5 Cable Modem Child Process (docsis_cm_child)

As part of the cable modem MAC layer, a child pr-ocess calleð. d,ocsis_cm_chi,ld, exists

rvith the responsibilities for all upstream communication. Figule 3.6 depicts the cM
child process. The functional descliption of the states in the cM child process is as

follotvs:

o Init

The initialization state is responsible fol initializing all variables, obtaining simu-

lation and model attributes, and extlacting information passed from the manger.

process such as QoS and Serial Identification Number (SID).

r QJmpty
This state is en!ered rvhen the trafic queue for sending information on the upstream

channel is empty. It rvaits for other trvo possible events, a Map ar.rival or a higher

layer application packet arrival.

o No_Request_Outstanding

This state is responsible for arvaiting a transmission opportunity from a future map.
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Table 3.1: Dorvnstream Communication Tr.ansitions.

Condition Description

SYNC-DONE A SELF interrupt indicating the timeout

for a langing request.

PACKET-ARRIVAL A STRM interrupt indicating the arrival

of a ranging response packet.

APPLICATION-TRAFFIC A STRM interrupt indicating the arrival

of higher layel application traffic.

DOWNSTREAM-TRAFFIC A STRM interrupt indicating the arr.ival

of lorver layel traffic.

DOWNSTREAN4-DATA Indicates application t¡affic has arrived

on the dorvnstleam channel.

MAP-ARRIVAL Indicates a Map message has arrived on

the downstream channel.

UCD_ARRIVAL Indicates a UCD message has arrived on

the dorvnstream channel.

SYNC-ARRIVAL Indicates Sync message has alrived on

the dorvnstream channel.

It is entered rvhen application traffic is rvaiting to be sent, horvever the current Map

contains no tlansmission opportunity. This state has the potential to receive either

a Map arrival or a higher layer application packet ar.rival. In the event of the Map

arrival, a transmission opportunity is sought in the nerv Map for transmission of the

queued applicalion traffic. If more application traffic a.rives from the higher layer,
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Figure 3.6: Docsis Cable Modem Child process.

the application traffic is inserted in the queue behind other pending transmissions.

Tx-Opp-Pending

This state is responsible fol arvaiting a pending transmission. when a transmission

opportunity is found, transmission rvill not immediately occur since the process

must wait the appropriate time to transmit the traffic. Traffic can be sent eithe¡

in contention slots or reserved slots, depending on the type of traffic and the con-

figuration of the modem. The process rvaits for an event signaling the appropriate

slot has alrived fol tlansmission.

In the event either a Map or additional application traffic is received, no operation

are necessary since the process is busy sending traffic. The alriving application

traffic will be queued and the next time a transmission opportunity is required, the
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Map information rvill be par.sed to search for this opportunity.

¡ Collision Resolution

since certain traffic can be sent in contention slots rvithin the Map (such as band-

rvidth allocation requests), there exist a potential for a collision to occur. and the

information sent to the OMTS io be lost. If traffic is sent in a contention slot, this

state is entered to perform collision detection. In the event a collision is detected,

a deference interval is applied via a binary truncated backoff algor.ithm and a re-

t'ansmission attempt is made. The collision detection is observed by parsing the

Map and obse'ving the an acknorvledgement for that tlansmission by the CMTS.

o Request-Outstanding

This state is 
'esponsible 

for arvaiting an outstanding request for. bandrvidth. The

state is ente.ed when the CMTS sends a lequest pending signal, indicating that the

request for bandrvidth has been received, but allocation is pending. The cM cannot

send the data üntil this bandrvidth has been allocated. Therefore, any additional

application traffic must be queued and any Map arrivals rvill be parsed looking for

the allocated bandrvidth.

¡ Tlansitions

The process model contains the transitions betlveen states as shorvn in table 3.2.

3.2.6 Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS)

The cable Modem Termination system MAC layer is represented in opNET by the

(d'ocsis-cmts-mgrl process model. The behavior of this model can be broken into three

categories, initialization and ranging, upstream communication, and dorvnstr.eam com-

munication. Figure 3.7 depicts the CMTS manager process model.
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Figure 3.7: Docsis Cable Modem Termination System \4anager process.

Initialization and Ranging

The CMTS manager process performs initialization, as do most process models.

The initialization is responsible for the follorving:

- Creating appropriate lists for bandrvidth allocation.

- Obtaining values for attributes.

- Establishing N4ap char.acteristics.

- Registering statistics.

The CMTS is mainly responsible for contention resolution in the upstream direc-

tion. It must maintain the scheduling algorithms used to allocate bandrvidth and

control the communication of traffic on the dorvnstream channel.

Prior to performing bandwidth allocation for any cM, all active cMs must be

synchronized to the CMTS time clock. This occur.s during the ranging process) as

in the cM process model. During ranging phase, the CMTS must be responsibre for
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acceptrng ranging request information from the cM and responding rvith a ranging

response. The ranging'esponse rvill contain the delay offset to be used by the cM.

Included in the ranging .equest packet is the eos-related information for- the single

se¡vice florv established for each cM. The Qos information tells the CMTS rvhether

the cM is requesting best effort, ¡eal-time polling, or unsolicited grant type of ser-

vice. The CMTS rvill take this information and create the appropriate schedulers

to handle bandrvidth allocation for this se¡vice florv.

After ranging is completed, the OMTS rvill send the periodic upstream chan-

nel Descriptor (ucD), sync, and Map messages. The initial Map rvill contai'only

contention slots, since no bandrvidth has yet been requested by any CNd.

r Upstream Communication

when traffic is received by the MAC f¡om the lorver layer, the upstream commu-

nication section of the process model is invoked. The CMTS is responsible for

accepting application traffic and request for bandrvidth. For application traffic the,

the traffic is forrvalded to the statistic collection object for statistic reporting and

packet destruction. For bandwidth allocation the r.equests, the request is inserted

into a request queue, where it rvill be processed the next time a map is generated.

¡ Downstream Communication

During Dorvnstream communication, the cMTS is responsible for.sending the ucD
messages, Sync messages, Map messages, and application trafic. UCD, Sync, and

Map messages aÌe sent periodically. The Map message is created using the schedul-

ing algorithms and informs the cM as to rvhich slots are reserved and rvhich are

contention. All traffic communicated on the dorvnstream is controlled bv a child
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process, rvhich is responsible for dequeuing and transmitting the information to the

applopriate CMs.

¡ tansitions

The model contains the transition betrveen states as sho*,n in table 3.3.

3.2.7 Cable Modem Termination System Tyansmission Con_

troller

As palt of the cMTs MAC layer, a child process called (d,ocsis-cmts-tnctf exists *,ith the

responsibility of all dorvnstream communication. Figure 3.g depicts the OMTS Ttans-

mission Controller child process model. The follorving is the description of the states of

the plocess:

Ì:""-*ri
a-i
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Figure 3.8: Docsis cable Modem Termination system Tl.ansmission controller process.

¡ Init

The initialization state performs two functions, obtain the process ID and performs
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inter.upt type-based registration to di.ect all statistic inter.rupts directly to this

process u'ithout having to go thlough the manager process.

¡ Idle

This state rvaits for an event to occur. The possible events are either an invocation

from the mânager process signaling the 
'equi.ement 

to enqueue or transmit infor.-

mation on the dorvnstream channel, or a stâtistic tvile indicating the tlansmitter is

busy or idle.

r Q_Data

In the event the transmitte¡ is busy, if additional information is requested to be

sent, the information must be enqueued. The model contains trvo queues, one for

management messages and othe'for application traffic. Depending on the type of

traffic received, the appropriate queue rvill be used to stole the information until it
arrives at the head of the queue and until the t¡ansmitter is idle.

o Send-Data

If the transmitter is idle and there exists information to be sent on the dorr nstream

channel, this state dequeues the infolmation and sends it to the transmitter. The

management queue has prio.ity over the application traffic queue, so any data will

first be extracted from the management queue and sent.

o TX_Elusy

If the transmitter is busy and either application or management infor.mation is

requested to be transmitted, this state enqueues the infonnation for later transmis-

sron.

¡ TYansitions

The process model contains the transitions as shorvn in table 3.4.
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Table 3.2: Docsis Child Process Ttansitions.

48

Condition Description

PI{T Indicate the arrival of application Tlaffic.

PKT-l.,,,IO-TX-OP Indicate the arrival of application traffic,

but the current parsed Map does not

contain any transmission opportunities.

PKT-TX.OP Indicates the alrival of application traffic,

'rvhele the current parsed Map contains a

transmission opportunity.

MAP Indicates the arrival of a Map.

MAP-TX.OP Indicates the arrival of a Map, rvhere the

Map contains a tlansmission opportunity.

N4AP-NO-TX-OP Indicates the arrival of a Map, but the Map

does not contain a transmission opportunity.

MAP-DROPPED.REQ Indicates the arrival of a Map signally the

the request for bandwidth has been dropped

MAP-REQ_PND Indicates the arrival of a Map signally the

request for bandwidth is pending.

MAP-DEFER Indicates that a Map has arrived without an

acknorvledgement for trafic having been sent in a

contention slot, The process rvill defer and attempt to

communicate the information again.

MAP_NO_REQ_PND Indicates the au'ival of a Map, signally no

request is pending.

MAP-Q-EMPTY Indicates the arrival of a Map rvhen the

application traffic queue is ernpty.

TXR-TX_OP Indicates the arrival of a reserved slot for

tlansmission.
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TXR-Q-trMPTY Indicates the alrival of r.eserved slot for

transmission, but the queue is empty

(no traffic to send)

TXR-REQ-PND Indicates the arrival of a reser.ved slot for.

transmission, but the cu¡rent request for

bandwidth is pending.

TXR_NO_REQ_PND Indicates the alrival of a reserved slot for

transmission, but there is no pending

request for bandwidth.

TXC indicates the arrival of a contention slot

for transmission.
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Table 3.3: Docsis Cable À{odem Termination System Manager Transitions

Condition Description

SYNC-DONE A SELF interrupt indicating the timeout

for a ranging request.

PACI(ET_ARRIVAL A STRM interrupt indicating the arrival

of a ranging request.

RCV-DATA A STRM interrupt indicating the arrival

of trafic from the lower layer..

SEND_DATA A STRM interrupt indicating the ai-rival

of application traffic from a higher layer

SEND-NXT_MAP A SÐLF interrupt indicating that a Map

messâge rvill be generated.

StrND-UCD A StrLF interrupt indicating that a UCD

message will be generated.

SÐNDSYNC A SELF interrupt indicating that a Sync

message rvill be generated.
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Table 3.4: Docsis cable Modem Te¡mination systern Tì.ansmission cont¡oller Transi-

tions.

Condition Description

REC-DATA Indicates the process has information

that need to be enqueued.

Q-WAS-EMPTY Indicates the queue is empty.

!Q_WAS-EMPTY Indicates the queue is not empty.

TX-WAITING Indicates information is waiting to be transmitted,

but the transmitter is currently busy.

!TX-WAITING Indicates information is tvaiting to be transmitted and

it can be sent immediately, since the transmitter is idle

TX_JUST-FREÐ Indicates the transmitter. just completed transmitting

information and has norv become idle, and there exist

further information in the queue for transmission.
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Chapter 4

TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION ON

HFC NETWORK

The aim of this chapter is to develop a tool that can accurately, quickly and simply

cìassify customel traffic streams in an HFC netrvork euvironment. It is expected that the

result of traffic classification can be used by the cMTS for efficient bandrvidth scheduling.

In a high speed data communication netrvolks, such as HFC netlvorks, there are trvo

conflicting forces. on the othel hand, there is a customer (network user) rvho wishes to

view the netrvork as a transpaÌent entity, a pipe through rvhich his data florvs. on the

other hand is the cable netrvork provider, rvho rvishes to maximize efficiency by connect-

ing many users to the netrvork as possible. The t¡ade-off betrveen these two goals is the

Qos thât the user lequires. In essence, communication netrvorking represents a game

to be played by the user and the netrvork provider, ¡vherein each seeks to maximize his

benefits [27]. The user cân specify his source parameters during connection setup.
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4.L The Case for Tbaffic Classification

In general, the specification of the source charactelistics is not an easy task. The litera-

tule is replete *'ith rnethods and models for charactelizing sources and their parameters

rvhich can be found i¡,lT,29,IJ, JT,26, J,2, J7, i4, 28, 30], rvhere much rvork has been

pelfolmed in the measurement and modeling of data, voice and video soulces. unfor-

tunately, it may not be possible to estim¿te the sou¡ce characteristics, especially if the

soulce type is unknoivn (to the user). In this case it is the netrvork provider,s responsi-

bility to characterize a t¡affic stream since a source traffic descriptor is required by the

CMTS.

Note that if some methods cited above are perfor.med off-line, then the source infor-

mation may not be timely. Since the HFC networks operate at high data rates, short

term source statistics may be important to those methods and thus congestion control.

In general, horvever, statistical methods observe "longer term" trend in souLces, thus po-

tentially missing these "high frequency" source fluctuations. And of course, parametr.ic

or model-based methods do not allorv the possibility of nerv tlaffic types for applications

or services not yet available.

There is a need for a method that can accur.ately and quickly determine the traffic class

of a given traffic stream, rvithout information of its statistics, this is a non-parametric

approach. For the best range of application, it should be able to be used off-line rvhen

traffic streams are available before hand, and on-line rvhen traffic streams al.e too non-

stationaly o¡ unknotvn.

The traffic classification method proposed can be thought of as a transformation op-
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erator, from the statistical domain to the traffic descr.iptor domain. That is, usually

trafic streams are thought of in terms of their statistics, such as fir.st and second order

moments. Using the statistical tools of the above citations, various characteristics of

soulces can be observed, and sources can be classified.

some of these classifications lead to familial EouÌces, such as geometric, Interr.upted

Bernoulli Process (IBP) or Markov-Modulated Be¡noulli process (MNdBp), to mention

just a few. Horvever, these "statistically well knorvn" sources are rvell knorvn simply be-

cause they provide tractability in analytical methods. unfortunately, they do not appear

rvith any regularity in most of the ,,real" 
l27l and anticipated traffic streams.

The novel approach used in this rvork, horvever, does not rely on traditional statisti-

cal measures. It is based on the simultaneous measur.ement of traffic at different time

scales. The data can be represented in an appropliate form, processed and or.ganized in

an array of vectors. From this array, higher. order statistical measures can be derived.

The descriptols (e.g. uariance-time curue, Hurst-parameter) calculated in this rvay can

be used to characterize the traffic, since the descriptors are different for different traffic

streams.

4.2 The Classification Algorithm

The algorithm as referenced in [22] provides a method for characterizing transmissions

in a packet netrvolk which may or may not be carr.ied in r.eal time. The method in-

volves dividing each source into a plurality of sequential packets rvith each packet having

addless data defining an intended addless, info¡mation data defining infor.mation to be

tlansmitted and data defining source identity, tike in DOCSIS 1.1 CM system.
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The netrvork also defines a train of sequential packet tlansport locations into rvhich

packets ale loaded for transmission, such that some packet transport locations in a train

contains packet and some packet transport locations are empty and such that, rvhen ther.e

is more than one diffelent source, the train contains packets from a different sources in

sequential alrangement as determined by the netrvork.

It also involves monitoling a train of packet transpor.t locations to deter.mine rvhich

packet transport locations aÌe empty and ivhich contains packet, and gener.ating a ser.ies

of data elements each colresponding to a respective one of the packet transport locations

and each identifying rvhether the .espective packet transport location is empty or con-

tains a packet.

The statistical analysis is then calried out on selies of data elements in real time to

determine the characteristics of the transmissions. using the data bits, the analysis in-

cludes for each register', calculating sample variance of a set of successive observations

of the register contents and from the variances estimating the ¡,alue or Hurst-parameter

(H). H is derived from the slop of the line rvhich approximates the behavior. of a plot of

the logarithm of the variances of the registers versus the value of the sequential indices

of the registers.

The characteristics of different tlafic streams can be characterized by var.iance time

curves. A set of variance vectors for different traffic streams can be used to train a

classifre¡.
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4.3 The DOCSIS 1.1 MAC Sublayer

In oder to unde.stand the application of the algor.ithm in the DocsIS 1.1 cable modem

system, it is important to briefly re-visit the DocsIS 1.1 MAC operation. The detail

operation of DOCSIS 1.1 MAC is discussed in chapter 2.

The upstream channel i'DocsIS 1.1 is characterized by many transmitters (cMs) and

one receiver (the OMTS). AII the Cl\4s listen to all frames tr.ansmitted on the dorvnstream

channel upon rvhich they aÌe registered and accept those rvhere the destination match the

cM itself or cPEs reached via cable-modem-to-customer-premises-equipment interface

(CM-CPI) port.

Time in the upstream channel is slotted, providi ng ror r'ìme Diuisi,on MuLtiple Access

(TDMA) at regulated time ticks. The CMTS provide the time reference and controls the

allowed usage of each interval. Intervals may be granted for transmissions by particulal

CM, or for contention by all CMs.

The CMTS must generate the time reference for identifying these slots. It must also

control access to these slots by the cMs. For example, the OMTS may gr-ant some nurn-

ber of contiguous slots to a cM for it to transmit a data pDU. The cM must then time

its transmission so that the CMTS receive it in the reference specified.

4.3.L Bandwidth Allocation (MAp)

Figule 4 1 illustrate the bandrvidth allocation \,IAP. It consists of minislots, each rninislot

is numbered relative to a maste' reference by the CMTS. The clocking information is

distributed to the CMs by means of Sy NC packets.
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Figure 4.1: Bandwidth Allocation MAP.

The allocation Map is a MAC management message tr.ansmitted by the OMTS on the

dorvnstleam channel rvhich describes, for some interval, the uses to rvhich the upstream

minislots must be put. A given Map may describe some slots as grants for a particular

station to transmit data in (cM-tr-opportunitg), other slots are available for.contention

transmission (Request-contention-area), and other slots as an opportunity for.nerv station

to join the link (maintenance).

4.4 Application of the Algorithm in DOCSIS 1.1

since DocsIS 1.1 protocol involves granting the timely minislots, rvithin the MAC man-

agement message to the cMs by the CMTS as an oppor.tunity to transmit data packets,

the CMTS can monitor the packet arrival infolmation rvithin the minislots allocated to

tlie to the CMs.

using the packet arlival information rvithin the minislot allocation, the ON4TS can use

the above traffic classification algorithm in real-time to predict the pattern of the trafic

stÌeams genelated upstÌeam.
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4.5 Classifier Architecture

The classification can be done using trvo approaches, the first is using the Hurst-paratneter

and the second method is by using a neural network.

4.5.L Classification Using Hurst-parameter

From the set of variance vectors, the Hurst-parameter can be calculated. The ti,me-

uariance curve is a plot of the logarithm of the variances against the sequential indices

of the 
'egisters [33, 32]. "lhe Hurst-parameter is given by (H :1 - (f)), rvhere p is the

slop of the t'ime-aariance cutve.

4.5.2 Classification Using Neural Network

The classification in this problem can also be considered as a pattern recognition. Each

type of traffic stream is expected to have different pattern. since neural netlorks ar.e ex-

cellent pattern recognizers 127), they can be used to learn the traffic patterns (descriptors)

and then classify the traffic streams. Trafic from known sources can be used to train

the neural netrvork. A set of variance vectors can be used to train the neur.al netrvork.

A faster training method is to be adopted to avoid unnecessary tr.aining delay.

once trained, a neural netrvork can classify the traffic quickly and efficiently in real

time, and can classify even moÌe complicated trafrc soulces. The feed-forrvard netrvork

architecture [31] rvith back-propagation algorithm was used.



Chapter 5

SIMULATIONS

The model used fo' simulations rvas the common si,mulation Framework u.1s (csFls).

The csF is a baseline model, based on the opNET simulation package. suitable modi-

fications rvere applied to the model in older to generate the the required tr-affic sources

and optimize the model for. simulating netrvorks rvith up to g00 nodes.

The parameters that were used for the simulation Ìuns aÌe given in table b.1. The values

selected fol the simulation parâmeters are typical values used in actual implementation

and/or default values proposed in the DocsIS 1.1 specification. A modified implemen-

tation of the traffic sources provided by the csF, rvas used to genelate the traffic streams.

The sources create packets of constant and varying length betrveen simulation luns from

64 to 1000 bytes, rvith a constant and Poisson's interarrival rate. The time, f, that each

soulce starts generating packets *'as exponentially distributed with a mean of 2s. This

prevents CMs from issuing the first request simultaneously and causing excessive colli-

sions at the beginning of the simulation.
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters.

Palametel value

Upstream Channel Capacity 5.l2Mbps

Dorvnstream Channel Capacity

(64Q A^[ channel including M PEG2 - ?,9 overhead)

26.97 Mbps

Number of CMs 2-700
Minislot Size 32Bgtes

Maximum number of rninislots in MAP 4096

Maximum number of Information Elements (IEs) in MAp 240

Data Back-off start 4

Data Back-off end I
Offered load 0 - 124[bps

In all the tests performed, only the traffic stleams are assumed pr.esent in the upstream

channel rvith no background load. The offeled load generated by the traffic streams is the

load that ar.ives to the cM from the customer premises Ðquipment (cptr) interface.

The most popular cPE interface in DocsIS 1.1 cN4s is a l0r1döps.Therefore a stream

would include the Ethernet MAC interface plus higher protocol overheads. Therefor.e not

all of the stream capacity is available to the traffic applications. such overhead should

be taken into account *'hen considering the delivery of certain applications rvith specific

bandrvidth requirements.

The effective throughput reference in [3b, 36] for- the different streams as a function

of the packet size and protocol stack used is given in table 5.2. It is evident that al-
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Table 5.2: Effective Bandrvidth per Stream rvith Different packet Sizes.

Effective bandwidth in Kbps

Packet Size (bytes)

Stream 64 128 256 572

8Kbps UDP/iP 2.75Kbps 5.38Kbps 6.69Kbps 7.34Kbps

TCP/IP 1.25Kbps 4.63Kbps 6.31Kbps 7.16Kbps

l6Kbps UDP/IP 5.50Kbps 10.75Kbps 13.38Kbps 14.69Kbps

TCP/IP 2.50Kbps 9.25Kbps 12.63Kbps l4.31Kbps

32Kbps UDP/IP 11.00Kbps 21.50Kbps 26.75Kbps 29.38Kbps

TCP/IP 5.00Kbps l8.50Kbps 25.25Kbps 2B.63Kbps

64Kbps UDP/iP 22.00I(bps 43.00Kbps 53.50Kbps 58.75Kbps

TCP/IP 10.00Kbps 37.00Kbps 50.50Kbps 57.25Kbps

though the lorver packet sizes provide faster inter.action, the available bandrvidth to the

application is significantly reduced. Several simulation scenarios rvere considered in order.

to address the follotving issues:

r The capacity of the upstream channel for different ttaffic stteams.

¡ The effects of packet size in ter.ms of mean delay and system throughput.

r The effects of data compression and classification on throughput and the modem

population.
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5.1 Classified and Unclassified Tyaffic Analysis

The objective of this simulation scenar.io is to investigate the effect of traffic classifica-

tion on the DocsIS HFC netrvork protocol. In this scenario the netrvork modeì that has

been used consists of 200 cMs generating bursty traffic with poisson,s distribution. In

4000 5000 6000 7O0O SOOO 9OO0 10000
clobal Ollered Loâd (Kbps)

Figule 5.1: Maximum Thloughput for classified and unclassified rtaffic vs Global of-

fered Load.

the fist case the traffic is classified by the CMTS classifier rvhile invoking the bandrvidth

allocation mechanism, while in the second case the traffic is unclassified.

Figure 5.1 shorv the system throughput versus global offered load. It can be seen that,

rvith classified trafrc the ovelall network throughput is as high as 40001(òps. This gives

the nets'ork utilization of 80%. while for unclassified tr.afic the maximum attainable

I
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net*'ork throughput is only 30001(åps. This gives the netrvork utilization of 60%.

The difference in thloughput is due to the fact that for classified case the bandrvidth

is allocated on priority base q'ith regard to the traffic eos requirement (delay, jitter,

throughput etc). In the case of unclassified traffic each stream get a shar.e of bandrvidth

allocation from the CN4TS with the same pliority, ¡vithout regar.d to the tr.affic eos
requirement. This cause excessive collision on the netrvork, and result in a bandrvidth

3000 3500 4000 4500
Global Otfer€d Load (Kbps)

Figure 5.2: Mean Access Delay for classified and unclassified r.affic vs Global offered

Load.

wastage and a long delay in forwarding a packet from the CM to the CMTS.

Figure 5.2 represent the curves for the netrvork access delay for the trvo cases versus

global offered load, for the same reason mentioned earlier, it can be seen that, the net-
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rvork access delay for unclassified traffic case is betrveen L2 - 400ms up to offered load of

4200Kbps, and that for classified traffic case is betrveen g-300rns. Beyond 420011åps the

network access delay for the unclassified case assymtotically increased. That for.classifled

case linearly increased to 1600ms at 60001flrps offered load.

6.2 Analysis of VBR Tþaffic with P-FCFS

In this simulation scenario the netrvork has the same condition as in section 5.1, except

that in this case the tlaffic is classified in to eight classes rvith varying eos requirement.

The CMTS bandrvidth scheduling algorithm rvas designed to give preferential treatment

to higher priority tr.affic in the MAC queue.

"|he class-? traffic being the highest priority receive tlie highest probability of band-

rvidth allocation by the CMTS and is dequeued earlier in the MAC queue. The next

priority level is cJ¿ss-.1 then follorved by class-2 then cl¿ss-j through class-ï. "rhe class-

7 is the least priority traffic and is the last traffic to be dequeued from the MAC queue,

it also has the least share of the band¡vidth allocation at saturation.

Figure 5.3 represent the netrvork thloughput for all the eight traffic classes velsus global

offered load. The throughput per class is linear rvith r.espect to offered load until the load

reaches 4200Kåps, rvhich gives 49511öps throughput per class, or a system throughput

of (495ø8) :3960Kbps. The maximum system throughput is 4000Küps (from figure

5.1) and so as the offered load exceeds 4200K bps the lorver priority service s (class-7 at

first, follorved by class-6, etc.) receive decreasing throughput. It can also be seen that,

the throughput or chss-Ì through c/oss-S linearly incr.eased even beyond offered load of

10,000Kðps. This means that these classes can be suitable for traffic that require high
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Figure 5.3: Throughput for the Classified Tr.affic vs Global Offered Load.

bandwidth.

The Prioritized First come First served (p-FcFS) CMTS load scheduling algor.ithm

means that at satulation the lorv priolity services have their. bandrvidth allocation re-

duced. The associated mean access delay (expressed as the mean time betrveen the

packets arriving at the cM's MAC and it reaching the CMTS) is shorvn in figure s.4.

For the offered loads belorv 42001{ bps the mean access delay varies betrveen g - 400rr¿s

fot class-0, and 10 - 500ms for class-7. with excess offered load the mean access de-

ìay becomes a'ound 1000r¿s fot class-7 through z and assymtotically large fot class-S

thlough 7.
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3000 4000 5000 6000 70oo
Global Oll€red Load {Kbps)

Figur.e 5.4: Mean Access Delay fol Classified Ttaffic vs Global Offer.ed Load.

when the offered load exceeds the channel capacity the transmission period described

by the MAP .eaches its maximum size 40g6mi,ni,stofs. As the number of requests for the

higher pliority classes increases then the allocations for the lorver priorities ale leduced,

lorvest pliority fir'st, until it becomes starved of service, at rvhich point the next lower

priority receives a reduced service support. Eventually at the end only the highest pri-

ority class rvill have service.

The variation in offered load rvas contlolled by varying the length of the message and

the numbe. of active cMs (each cM attempts to send messages of the same length).

The maximum throughput is 1000Kòps lorver than the channel capacity due to protocol

overhead (from medium access control and physical layer). At saturation, the order in

rvhich the OMTS allocates transmission requests in the MAp becomes significant, once
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the MAP is full no fut'ther requests can be serviced and so unserviced requests ar.e ter.med

'pending' i.e. rvaiting fol the next N4AP allocation. when saturation is first reached this

means that the last request for the lorvest priority trafñc rvill be unsuccessful and as

the ofered load increases the number of unsuccessful requests increases for. the lorvest

priority until none can be serviced. At that point the next lorver priority starts to receive

a starved service. In mosf extÌeme cases only some of the highest priority requests rvill

receive i.e., if the offered load fi'om class-T cMs exceeds 40001(åps then some of those

CMs lvill also suffer service starvation.

5.3 Constant Bit Rate Tþaffic Streams (CBR)

In all these tests only the cBR traffic streams are assumed present in the upstream

channel rvith no background load. The offered load generated by the cBR traffic is the

load that arrives to the cM from the customer premises Equipment (cptr) Interface via

tlre most popular CPE interface in DOCSIS 1.1 CMs L\ArIfus Ethernet link.

5.3.1- Channel Capacity

This test addressed the worst case scenario of low bit rate cBR streams in rvhich all the

transmitted packets ale rvere minimum length Ethernet frames. Since the concatenation

feature is not enabled, the cMs rvere forced to issue requests on a per. packet basis ei-

ther via the contention minislots or the piggyback mechanism. Eventually as the load

increased all requests rvele piggybacked. Figure 5.5 represent the mean packet delay as a

function of active cMs. The system saturation point is a number of cMs beyond rvhich

the delay iucreases sharply. After this point the netrvork is unable to provide a finite

packet delay and thus the cBR services fail. For the 12glll.rps cBR stream case the

satulation point is as lotv as 32 CMs i.e. 80% of the maximum theoretical.
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300
NumberofCMs

Figure 5.5: Mean Access vs Number of Stations.

It should be noted that the thleshold value of 82 cMs is the number of simultaneously

active cMs. certain cBR applications such as telephony with silence suppression, have

moments of inactivity during a session and so the number of suppor.ted active sessions

might be higher than suggested.

The mean delay as a function of throughput is given in figure 5.6. For reasonably lorv

packet delay (< 20ms) the corresponding system throughput is rvas less than 36b0rlåps

i.e 73% of the total upstream capacity. The maximum throughput achieved is shorvn

more clearly in figure 5.7. In all the cases the system throughput increases almost linearly

with respect to the cable modem population up to the point of saturation. The incr.ease

of the number of cN4s beyond this point has marginal effect. For all the cases the total
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3400 3600 3800
fhrcú9hput (Kbps)

Figure 5.6: Mean Access Delay vs Throughput.

system throughput is betrveen 3750Kbps and 42001{bps. This constitutes T5% and, g4%

of the total capacity.

5.3.2 Effect of Packet Size on CBR traffic

Here the variation of packet size on system performance is examined. The r.esults fr.om

the 8 and 641fåps streams are presented in figure b.g thr.ough b.11. In both case the

increase in packet size results in an increase in the number. of streams supported and the

maximum system throughput.

For the mean delay.of the 811òps stream in figure 5.g, it is apparent that when the

packet size is 572bytes even rvith cM population of 475 the upstream channel is not

saturated. Horvever with 64bgte packet system saturation is evident past the 325 cMs
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300 400
Numb€rolCMs

Figure 5.7: Throughput vs Number of Stations.

mark. A simila. behavior is noticed in the 64Kb7ts case in figure b,10, up to bl and

55 st.eams are suppo'ted for 64 and SL2byte packets respectively. In terms of system

throughput, 64byte packets yield slightly over J920Kbps, while SL2bgtes packets increases

this to 3960Kòps rvhich corresponds to 401{bps channel capacity increase (figuLe 5.11).

Results for 81(åps streams are similar, as seen from figure 5.g. "rhe 64byte packets yield

39201{bps while 512byte packets yieìd 4040Kbps. The inter.mediate packet sizes, 12g and

256 bytes also offer significant advantages rvhen compared to the 64ö9úe case.

5.4 Discussion

The result presented indicate that cBR streams can be supported by DocsIS 1.1 CATV

netrvolk, even with limited resource allocation capabilities ofthe protocol. There are horv-
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400 450
Number ot cMs

Figure 5.8: Mean Access Delay for 8 Kbps Stream vs Number of Stations.

evel issues that need to be considered. The general trend from the result rvas that the

system would comfortably support a number of active str.eams, given a small increase in

packet delay (< 20ms) as user population increases, up to th.eshold point. After that

point even slight increase in the number of cMs results in system instability. performance

deterioration is not gradual and mean packet delay incr.eases rapidly after the threshold

point. In the case of cBR streams few extra cMs rvould mean difference betrveen ac-

ceptable performance and unusable service.

Limiting the number of active cMs per upstleam channel to the threshold number in-

dicated by simulations, rvould be satisfactory solution in case rvhere a single channel is

dedicated to a certain type of service such as Ip telephony or digital audio broadcasting

by ladio stations. Alternatively the operator needs to be able to predict accurately the
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Figule 5.9: Throughput for. 8 Kbps Stream vs Numbel of Stations.

type of streams any one subscriber rvould initiate at any one time. Accurate traffic pr-e-

diction is dificult and so a more flexible blocking scheduler with the ability to reserve

bandrvidth on demand is needed.

The use of committed Infolmation Rate (cIR) could provide an intermediate solution

but it has limitations [36]. By definition the CMTS should not allorv cMs to join the

netrvork, if the total CIR requirements of the nerv CM and of the ones already registered

exceeds the channel capacity. Horvever results in this thesis indicated that the effec-

tive channel capacity depends on the type of streams delivered and their char.acteristics

and can be as lorv as 60% of the nominal upstreâm bandwidth. Thelefore, the number.

and type of cBR streams that can be supported is not constant. The scheduler must

be able to monitor the metrics of streams already served and block Ìequests for nerv
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Figule 5.10: Mean Access Delay for 64 Kbps Stream vs Number of Stations.

streams that lvould cause these metrics to exceed critical values. Possible metrics would

rvould be the delay, thejitter and the throughput that each cM is allocated pelunit time.

There are issues of the inability of the system to utilize the rest of the 16 - 20% ol the

available bandrvidth. The first reason is due to MAC and pHy protocol and encapsula-

tion overheads. The second reason for the loss is attributed to the bandwidth allocation

algorithm, the collision resolution and the unused contention minislots described in each

MAP. More specifically a cM can not transmit a packet befor-e the request for bandrvidth,

either explicit or piggybacked, reaches the OMTS, the request is processed, a grant is sent

via MAP and finally the allocated minislot time arrives. The result of this mechanism is

idle time in the upstream channel.
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Figure 5.11: Throughput for 64 Kbps Stream vs Numbel of Stations

The percentage of the idle time is reduced as the cMs population increases. The reason

is that during the time one cM is idle another. is making use of the channel. However

higher numbels of cMs result in more collisions forcing cMs to backoff and not make

use of the channel. under heavy load both of these effects, collisions and idle time rvhile

rvaiting fo'a grant, are diminished. At very high loads all cMs are piggybacking their

request, avoiding collisions, rvhile all the upstream minislots are r.eserved, and therefore

used, by the cM population. In this case utilization loss is only incurred by the unused

contention minislots.
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5.5 Tbaffic Characterization

Figure 5.12 shorvs the traffic classification using time variance time curves. The th.ee

signals represent FTP(top), video(center) and Audio(bottom). The Hurst - pararneter

rvas calculated fi'om theil respective time variance curves as follorvs.

H:r_(!r)
where B is the slop of time-variance curve. It can be seen that the steeper the slop of

the variance-time culve the smaller the value of 11. It is interesting to see that, the three

traffic sources are clearly characterized by their Hurst - prameter. The variances were

calculated in real time from the respective packet inter-arr.ival information from rvhich

lhe Hurst - parameter is calculated.

Figure 5.12: Traffic Characterization Using Hurst-parameter.
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5.6 Neural Network Classifier

Another rvay to efficiently classify the traffic sources is to use â neural netrvork approach.

This is because classification ploblem of this nature can be considered as a patteln recog-

nition. since neural netrvorks are excellent patter.n recognizer.s, they can be used to lealn

the traffic patterns (descriptors) and then classify the traffic.

A set of variance vectors of the captuled trafic in the previous section rras also used

to tlain a neural network. Trvo layer netrvork rvas used, w\th tansigmoid transfer func-

tion in the hidden layer and logsig transfer function in the output layer.. Ten neur.ons

rvere used in the hidden layer. The netn'ork also has three output neurons, since thele

are three targets (voice, video and data).

The data as seen in figure 5.13 was classified in only 17 ephocs rvith an accuracy of

10-10. The M ATLAB Neural Netuork roolbor simulator was used for this simulation.

"Ihe "Leuenberg-Marquard,t" algorithm rvas used in training the netrvork. This is because

the algorithm is faster in training feed forwald netrvorks [10].

The following is the set of va¡iance vector p and the target vector ¿ from the M AT LAB

command rvindorv that rvere used for the simulation. It can also be seen that after train-

ing, the netrvork rvas able to classify the three trafic sources in only 12 ephocs rvith

accurâcy of 10- lo.

>> data

/t¡
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8f0
17 Epochs

Figule 5.13: Classification Using Neur.al Networks.
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Col-umns 34 through 44

Columns 45 through 55

Columns 56 through 63

>> net = newff (minmax (p) , t10, 3J, {,tansig,,,logsig,}, ,traintm,);

>> net.trainParam. show = 5;

>> net . trainParan. ephochs=50;

>> net . trainParam. goal =1e-10;

>> [net, trJ = lr.tn,oet, p, t);
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TRAINLM, Epoch 0/100, ttSE 0.364237/1e-10, Gradient 19.6129/1e-10

TRAINLM, Epoch 5/100, MSE 0 . 0645928 / te-t} , cradient 12.S0b3/1e-10

TRAINLM, Epoch 10/100, MSE 0 . 0001847 64/ Ie-IO , Gradient 0.146b57lle-10

TRAINLM, Epoch 15/100, MSE S.33172e-09/1e-10, Gradienr 4 . 43O5Be-06/ le- 10

TRAINLM, Epoch 171100, MSE 9.44799e-L7/|e-IO, Gradient 7.89496e-08/1e-10

TRAINLM, Perfornance goal met.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

The Multimedia cable Netrvolk systems (MCNS) Data over. cable ser.vice Interface

Specifications (DOCSIS) for the provision of bi-directional broadband digital data trans-

fer have been rvidely adopted by manufactu.ers of community Antenna Television (cATV)

data networking systems.

The specifications define the Medium Access control (MAC) and physical layer interfaces

and protocols for the transfer of data upstream and dorvnstleam l¡etrveen subscriber,s ca-

ble modem and tlie service provider's data headend.

The dorvnstream capacity rvas set as 26.g7Mbps and the upstream channel capacity as

5.r2Mbps. The À4AC protocol operates on a contention based rese¡vation system rvith

the OMTS confirming, or otherrvise, bandrvidth allocation via a MAC management mes-

sage (MAP). The stleams generated by the cable modems ar.e assigned service priolity

(eight levels) and so the service provision is deter.mined g'ith respect to this priority. The

quality of service is provided by the scheduling algorithms implemented in the OMTS.
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The simulation results shorv that for an upstream channel capacity of 5.72ailbps the

maximum throughput cannot exceed 30001{åps rvithout packet classification, and rvith

classification it can be as high as 40001{bps. The difference betrveen the maxir¡rum

th.oughput and the channel capacity is caused by the MAC and physical layer packet

overheads, unused capacity and the multiple access scheme's MAp structure.

The cBR stÌeams rvould be used to p'o'ide compressed audio, video and voice applica-

tions. The performance was analyzed in terms of number of supported subscribers and

packet length used for the delivery of the services. The r.esults shorved that the number

of streams that can be suppolted is almost proportional to the str.eam intensity,4g0 (625),

250(312),125(156),62(78) and 31(40) srreams of8, 16, 32,64, and r28l(bps respecrively.

This number rvas found to be substantially lorver than the theor.etical maximum due to

collisions, protocol overheads the lagging effect of the transmission cycle.

It rvas shorvn that, rvith existing HFC MAC protocol and CMTS load scheduling algo-

rithm, it is possible to improve the capacity utilization to as high as g4% by optimizing

the upstream traffic.

variation in packet size rvas found to have a significant affect on the system through-

put. Mean packet delay in all cases rvas increased insignificantly in respect to modem

population, up to a threshold point which is effectively the number. of streams that the

system can support as mentioned earlier. Beyond this point the mean delay increases

assymtotically and the system becomes unstable. Therefore, rvhen planning for the de-

livery of intelactive pnd delay sensitive applications the number of stations allorved to

simultaneously participate should not exceed the suppor.ted limit.
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It rvas also sholvn that packet classification has significant impact on the overall net-

rvork performance. It rvas also shorvn that the CMTS can classify the upstream traffic by

monitoring the packet interarlival time information from the traffic sources, and ther.eby

calculating the variance vectors. The classification can be carried out by calculating the

Eurst-paratneter fi'om the variance vectoÌs or using a neulal netrvork approach.
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APPtrNDIX

VBR TRAFFIC MODEL SOURCE CODE

#####################################################################

#####################################################################

General Process Description:

This process model "catv_vbr_src,' represents the root process for
vbr source. This process spa!¡ns a child process " catv_src_type 1"

based on the number of sources of this type specified after a delay

that represents the starting time ofthis source.

Attribute: arrival_rate

This attribute specifies the arrivar rate in rnsg/sec of this source

type. The size of this message is selected from the distribution
specified by the user. The default specification is "catv_src1_pk_

size_pdf" !¡hich represents a batch poisson process generating

bursty traffic.

Attribute: pksize_pdf

)

This attribute specifies the distribution from which message sizes

for this source are selected, The default specification rrcatv_srcl

-pksize_pdfI represents a batch poisson process generating bursty

traffic.
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Header Block

#include

int global_src 1_ count = 0;

#define SRC_PR0_TYPEI " docs i s_vbr_src ',

Temporary Variable Block

int i;
int nun_sources;

Prohandle child_process;

double start_time;

Enter Execs for the forced state 'rcreate_child"

/x Determine the nunber of sources this nodule represents. *,/

op_ ima_obj _attr_get (op_id_self O, rtnumber_of_s ources r , &num_sources);

/* Nor¡ create a¡ instance of the child process rnodel */
/* for each of these sources a¡d invoke it. x/

for (i = 0; í ( num-sources; í++)

{
child_process = op_pro_create (SRC_pR0_TypE1, 0PC_NIL) ;

op-pro-invoke (child_process, 0pC_NIL) ;
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Ì

Enter Execs for the unforced state ',Start"

int sim_active_nodes;

/* Get the start time for this generator and schedule a self inter
ruPt *</

/* to start at that time. x/

op- ima- s im-attr-get (0Pc- IMA- INTEGER, "data-nodes-actíve", &s im_act ive_nodes ) ;

if (global-src 1_ count++ ( s im_act ive_nodes )

{
op_ima_sim_attr_ger (0PC_IMA_DoUBLE,

I'gen_ start_t ime_type 1'¡ , &start_time);

op_intrpt_schedule_seff (start_time, 0) ;

Ì
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CBR TRAFFIC MODEL SOURCE CODE

###########################################################################

Process Model Report: docsis_cbr_src

###########################################################################

General process Description:

This process model 'rcatv-src-root3 " represents the root process for the

cbr source' This process spawns a chird process '¡ catv-src_type3 " based on

the number of sources of this type specified after a delay that represents

the starting time of this source.

Attribute: bit_rate

This attribute specifies the bit rate of the cbr Source in Kbits/sec

Source, It generates 48 byte messages at a constant rate.

Attribute: segment_size

This attribute specifies the size of messages generated by this traffic
source. The default value is set to 48 bytes.

Header Block
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#define SRC_PR0_TYPE3,'docsis_cbr_src"

Temporary Variable BIock

int i;
int nun_sources;

Proha¡dle child_process ;

double start_time;

Enter Execs for the forced state ,rcreate childl

/x Determine the number of sources this module represents. */
op- ima_obj _attr_get (op_id_seIf O, ,rnumber_of_source 

s r, , &num_sources);

/,t Now create an instance of the child process model */
/* for each of these souïces and invoke it. x/

for (i = 0; i ( nu¡n_sources; i++)

{

child_process = op_pro_create (SRC_pR0_TypE3, OPC_NIL) ;

op_pro_invoke (child_process, 0pC_NIL) ;

)

Enter Execs for the unforced state "Start,r

/* Get the start time for this generator and schedule a serf interrupt */
/* to start at that time. x/
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op_ima_sim_attr_get (0PC_lMA_DOUBLE,

op- intrpt_s chedule_ self (start_time,

90

rrgen_start_time_type3", &start_time) ;

0);
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